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After a terrifying drive to this concert through a raging storm, the music of Vivaldi and Colin Brumby 

delivered by the Queensland Youth Symphony in Brisbane`s QPAC Concert Hall was sweet balm. 

Vivaldi`s ‘incessant chatterings,’ as the Venetian’s music was notoriously described in the early days of 

the 20th century’s early music revival, were never so welcome as they were on this night when the 

weather event’sdonner und blitzen met Mahler`s  sturm und drang in his Symphony No 5 in C sharp 

minor that filled the program`s second half. 

Soloists Sarah Wilson and John Coulton brought virtuosic flair to the performance of 

Vivaldi`s Concerto for Two Trumpets in C major. Wilson was all style and polish with partner Coulton, 

ringing as two bright clarion calls setting the program on its vibrant way. Behind them, QYS players 

wove a sensitive pattern of light and shade to stimulate the life pulse of the music. 

It is a while since Brisbane composer Colin Brumby’s Mediterranean Suite (from 1956) has been aired 

and as the second calming item on the program, its beauties were revealed anew. Brumby’s rippling 

images, so far removed from the howling storm outside the hall, were all sunshine and light, full of 

lyrical delights from the gentle rhythmic beat plucked in lower strings in the opening dance movement 

from Cyprus, through an array of distinctive harmonic structures and flavours.  

What a challenge Curro presented to this band giving its first performance for 2013, with many players 

making their QYS debut, making such a performance individual and special. It is much more than keen 

young players reading black notes on white pages, applying their still burgeoning interpretative skill to 

breathe life into those notes. It is the experience of treasure being uncovered by this new generation. 

Mahler 5 is a wellspring from which their own life experiences will draw, be nourished and blossom. 

Layers of history, of knowledge, of understanding will overlay that foundation and inform their lives. I t 

cannot be otherwise. As Mahler’s trumpet called for the game to begin, history began to wash over the 

scene as a tidal-wave, the miracle of music conjuring resonances of times past - a past in which we all 

participate since we all proceed from times past. 

QYS played with confidence and technical capability, moving effectively in big, broad strokes, heralded 

by that clear clarion. As Mahler opened his heart to the fifth movement of this symphony, the well -



known adagietto for harp and strings, so too did QYS. The playing was breathtaking in its quiet poise, in 

its yearning and aching, showing that yes, young people can yearn and ache. This came through in the 

“haven of peace” adagietto, in its hush, rise, fall and surge.  

In the big moments, the playing rose nobly to the call, and Mahler the colourist knew how to direct the 

forces to close a symphony in the grand finale style that suited this exuberant band. Curro ensured they 

arrived at their destination with all guns blazing, confident, convincing, commitment to the end. 

 


